
 

 

REAL PROPERTY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Attach additional documents as necessary. 

 

e time period to determine the actual value of 
rty.  The followi mate the market value of your property.  If 

ailable, attach a copy of any appraisal or written estimate of value. 

ave similar properties in your immediate neighborhood sold within the 18-month data gathering period? 
 SELLING PRICE 

____________  __________________________________________  ________________ 

 
MARKET APPROACH  

 
This approach to value uses comparable sales from the appropriat
your prope ng items, if known, will help you esti
av
 
H
 DATE SOLD PROPERTY ADDRESS
__
______________  __________________________________________  ________________ 
______________  __________________________________________  ________________ 
 
Based on these sales and accounting for differences between sold properties and your property, state the value 
of your property.  $________________ 
 
 COST APPROACH  
 (For Non-Residential Properties Only) 
 
T
value of your property.  T

his approach to value uses replacement construction costs from the appropriate time period to determine the 
items, if known, will help you estimate the replacement cost of your 

 
YEAR BUILT 

_____________  __________________________________________  _________________ 
st a ade to your propert anuary 1 of the current year, i.e., efront; 

ice or manu ea. 
ION OF CH COST 

 _________________ 
_____________________________________  _________________ 

 yo  why? _________________________________ 

ased on the replacement cost of construction and of any
f yo .  $______________ 

riate time period into present worth. 

the property wa amounts for this 
property.   
Indicate square fo
If known, list rents
If available, attach erties. 
If an appraisal usi
 
 
 
State your final es

he following 
property. 
  ORIGINAL 

BUILDER  CONSTRUCTION COST  
_
Li ll changes m y prior to J  remodeling of stor
expansion of storage area; addition to parking, serv facturing ar
 DATE DESCRIPT ANGE 
______________  __________________________________________ 
______________  _____
 

ur structure in typical condition for its age? _______  If not,Is
 

 changes, including depreciation, state the total value B
o ur property
 
 
 
 
This approach to value converts economic net income from the approp

INCOME ACH  APPRO
(For Non-Residential Properties Only) 

 
If s rented or leased, attach operating statements showing rental and expense 

ot rental rate for all tenants.  (Attach rent and lease schedule) 
 of comparable properties. 
 operating statements showing rental and expense amounts for comparable prop
ng the income approach was conducted, please attach. 

timate of the property’s value.  $______________ 

FINAL ESTIMATE OF VALUE 
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rkimmi
Typewritten Text
Account Number __________	           Parcel Number ____________Owner Name ___________________________________________________

rkimmi
Typewritten Text
Phone Number ___________________  e-mail _____________________

rkimmi
Typewritten Text
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